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1. Introduction

Vartak [3] introduced Rectangular Association Scheme PBIB
designs (RAS-PBIBDs) into the literature on statistical designs.
He arrived at and obtained these designs by the application of the
Kronecker product of matrices procedure to incidence matrices of
various designs. This method of construction of designs has the
drawback that the parameter values of the design obtained increases
too fast as the parameter values of the original design or designs used
for the construction becomes larger and larger. This is particularly
disturbing when it comes to block size. In this paper a few Rectan
gular Association Scheme and two-associate class PBIB designs are
constructed using the well known method of differences. For details
of the Rectangular Association Scheme and other association
schemes with two-associate classes we refer to [2]. Many of the
designs constructed herein can be used for two-way elimination of
heterogeneity.

2. Some Results

We now present the construction of a few Rectangular type
PBIB designs. Since designs with r>10 are not of much practical
interest we restrict overselves to ihe constiuction of designs with
r<10.

The details of the proofs are omitted.

Theorem 21. The RAS-PBIBDs having parameters

v=3(2/-f-l), fe=3<(2f-M), r~At, .
X2=l, X3=2,

/ii=2, nz=2t, n3=4^
where f=l, 2 canUlways be constructed.
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Proof. Consider residue classes mod (2/+1), ?=1, 2. Let
the elements of this module be denoted by 0, 1, 2, 2t. To each
element u of the module let there correspond three symbols mi, m
and Ms. Now consider the 3/ sets:

(li (20i Os O3), (2i {2t- 1)1 O2 O3), ..., (h (i+l)i O2 O3)

(I2 (2/)2 O3 Oi), (22 (2r-l)2 O3 Oi), (f+l)2 O3 Oi)

(I3 (2;)3 Oi O2), (23 (2/-1)3 Oi O2). ..., (/3 (;+l)3 Oi O2)
-.(2.1)

Arrange the treatments as

Oi Oa I O3

li I2 I3

(20a (2/)2 ...(2.2)

in rows and columns. Then it can be verified with the help of
corresponding initial sets for BIBD given in [2]-that in the sets deve
loped from (2.1) in mod (2;+l) any two treatments in the same row
of (2.2) occur t times, any two treatments in the same column of
(2.2) occur once and two treatments not in the same row or column
of (2.2) occur twice. Hence the theorem.

Theorem 2"2. The RAS-PBlBDs having parameters

Z)=3i(2<+1), r=5t,

k=5, 'Ki=3t, ^2=3,

X3=2, 7^l=2,. nz=2t,

ns=4t,

where /=1, 2 can always be constructed.

Proof. Let iSii, ..., 521, > Sit] Ssi, ..., 5'3( denote the
iditial sets of (2.1) in the order given therein. Further if s=(si S2 ...
jfc), let (j/«) denote the set (ji J2 .•• Js"). Then the sets (jii/Oi),
(iia/Oi), ..., (si(/Oi); (J21/O2), (^22/02), ..., (Jaj/Oa); (ssijOs), (S3JO3),
...Aszt/Os); ,...(1.3)

can be verified to generate the required designs with the association
scheme (2.2) when developed in mod (2i+l), t=l,2.

Theorem 2*3. The RAS-PBIBs having parameters v=3 (4f+l),
f)=3/ (4;-t-l), r—St, /c=5, Xi=0,7^2=1, >.3=2, «i=.2,j«2=4^, 723=8?,
where t=\, 2 can always be constructed.

Proof. Let denote a primitive root of the Galois Field
GF (4^+1), /=1, 2. To each element u of GF {At+V) let there
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correspond three varieties ui, M2, "s- Consider the 3t sets:

-r
2t+2i

1

a+2<

*2
^a+2t+2l

2«+2<

^2
a+2f

•*3
a+2<+2<

^3

4'
2<+2<

^3
a+2< ^

•*1
~ a+2«+2<

*1

0, ).
O2 ) ...(2.4)

where i=0 for t==l and /=0, 1 for t=2, and where we take a to be
odd, saya=l. Then if we write down the treatments in rows and
columns as:

Oi O2 63

X° x"•^1 2 3

jcf-' xl'-' xt' -(2.5)

and if we take the association relation as indicated in the proof of
Theorem 2.1, it can be verified with the help of corresponding sets
given for BIBD in [2] that these sets when developed in GF (4^+1)
lead to the required designs.

Theorem 2'4. The RAS-PBIBDs having parameters v=6f+3,
6=3^ (2r+l), r=5t, k=5, A2=2, 7^3=4, rti=2, n2=2t,
where f=>l, 2 can always be constructed.

Proof. Let Xdenote a primitive root of GF (2^+1), /=1, 2.
To each element u of GF {2t+l) let there correspond three varieties
Ml, "2, W3,

Then consider the sets:

( 4 -«»).

(.4 ...(2.6)
where ;=0 for 1 and z=0, 1 for t=2 and 0<a^t. Now, arrange
the treatments in rows and columns as:

Oi O2 O3

4 <4

T' -(2.7)X
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aad consider the association relation between treatments as in the

proof of Theorem 2.1. Then it can be verified with the help of
corresponding^ sets for BIBD given in [2] that the sets in (2.6) when
developed in mod (2t+l), ^=1, 2 lead to the required designs.

Theorem 2"5. The RAS-PBIBD having parameters v=Z>=9,
r=k=6, Xi=l, X2=4, X3=5, ni=2, «2=2, m=4 can be constructed.

Proof. Let the treatments be defined as in Theorem 2.4 for
t=l. Consider the sets

( xlx^xl xr'OaOs).
Then by developing the sets in (2.8) in mod (3) and defining

the association relation between treatments as in connection with

(2.7) we obtain the required design.

Theorem 2 6. The RAS-PBIBDs having parameters v=3 (2^+1),
b=^t r=5t, k=5, Xi=0, X2=4, ^3=3, ni—l,nz=2t, «3=4^,
where7=l, 2 can always be constructed.

Proof. Let the treatments be difined as in Theorem 2.4-
Consider the sets.

^xi xr xr' xr"-' oi), (4 4+' 4^* xr'"" 02),

^4 xf' xT' xf'̂ * O3),
where i=0 for t=l and f=0, 1 for t=2. If we arrange the treat
ments as in (2.7) and define the association relation between
treatments ae therein, we get the PBIB designs of the Theorem from
these initial sets.

Theorem 2"7. We can always construct the RAS-PBIEDs
having parameters v=6;+3, Z>=>(2/+1) (2t+u), r=(2t+u), k=3,

A2=0, X3=1, «i=2, K2=2r, «3='4/, where /, u, 0<K4,
0<h<8, are integers.

Proof. Consider the module, residue classes mod (2^+1),
^=1, 2, 3, 4. Let the elements of the module be 0, 1, 2, 2t. Let










